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When DeFeet got off the starting line in 1992, the 
use of wool as a performance fiber had almost 
faded from existence. For nearly 100 years, all 
the way through the 1970s, wool, no matter how 
scratchy it was, had been the performance fiber 
of choice for cycling jerseys and shorts. The 1980s 
saw the introduction of new materials and printing 
technologies. Recalling the fantastic properties 
wool had given cyclists from that bygone era, 
DeFeet set off to re-invigorate the forgotten fiber 
and introduce it to the cycling world. By the mid 
1990s, wool was making a comeback into the kit 
bags of professional riders worldwide, starting with 
DeFeet socks.

THE SHORT VERSION OF THE LONG 
HISTORY OF WOOL IN CYCLING



Welcome to the premier issue of Yarn & Stripe. Whether you’re a longtime user of our products or new to 
DeFeet, you will find something new and refreshing in every upcoming issue. DeFeet began in 1992. We 
invented an entirely new type of sock, the “airflow design sock,” and we entered the cycling market. We found 
a way to make the sock inside out, placing the soft wicking material next to skin, and the abrasion resistant 
exoskeleton to the outside. The new design gave our product instant notoriety. Called the Aireator®, the sock 
had an open mesh weave to help it run cooler and dry faster, and we let customers use their designs and colors. 
This type of customization had never existed before. DeFeet socks became an expression, a canvas for art, and 
the world’s top endurance athletes started knocking on our door. 

Some insight into why are we naming our publication the Yarn & Stripe. The word “Yarn” means story, and 
it’s also the material we use to craft our products. “Stripe,” well, that’s a common design feature in a sock and 
nearly all things that have to do with racing - including a finish line. Stripe speaks to both beautiful design and 
the incredible racing heritage of DeFeet. The Yarn & Stripe is a gathering place in print and digital form that 
will share the experiences, rich history, people, and events that have influenced DeFeet and provide informa-
tion about our products and how to use them. 

Thank you for being part of this journey. 2020 marks the 28th anniversary of the first custom socks DeFeet 
made. Today, we are crafting orders in the same location. When you pull on a pair of DeFeet socks, you wear 
a piece of that long history. We can’t wait to share it with you, and we hope you enjoy the Yarn & Stripe along 
the way.

Best, 

Shane Cooper
Founder & Chief Sockologist
DeFeet

COVER PHOTO: DeFeet founders Hope and Shane Cooper on one of 
their beloved routes in the mountains of North Carolina.
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RIDE. RUN. PLAY.

WOOLIE
BOOLIE

Antimicrobial Moisture WickingInsulatedMountain RidingRoad RidingGravel RidingRun & Hike

Made in NC, USA
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The Woolie Boolie is an iconic DeFeet design. Its soft, densely padded footbed gives the sock 
a comfortable cushion without becoming bulky in tight-fitting shoes. It provides insulation 
for those chilly rides and cold days around town. The Woolie Boolie still plays well in the 
warm months, offering true four-season versatility. Also available with your logo and 
designs from the DeFeet Custom Shop.



Low Profile

Lycra Sport Fiber

Padded Instep w/ Compression Zone

Padded  Wool Construction

Mesh Zones

Reinforced Heel & Toe

Machine wash cold, no bleach,
no softener, tumble dry low70% Merino Wool | 27% Nylon | 3% Lycra

WOOLIE BOOLIE™ | FEATURED IN CHARCOAL HEATHER | 6” PADDED CREW

Padded  Sole
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$16.99 - $19.99



Like most couples, Ernie and Scotti Lechuga enjoy spending time together in the outdoors together. 
They also like to do it on bicycles, and they each enjoyed careers as professional riders. In August of 

2019, however, they embarked on a different sort of adventure. One that made them uneasy. They left 
their kids and home in Arkansas, where they run a business called Leborne Coaching, and traveled to 
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan. There, they took part in perhaps the most challenging two-wheeled adventure of 
their lives, the Silk Road Mountain Race. Even better, they entered the event in the Pairs Division. We 

talked with Scotti Lechuga about their experience.

ADVENTURE ALONG THE SILK ROAD
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Q: The Silk Road Mountain Race. How did you hear about this event? 

“I first heard about the Silk Road Mountain Race scrolling through Instagram, but there is more history to it 
than just that. I come from a pro road cycling background, and 2018 had been a really tough year for me. 
I’d actually stepped away from racing earlier that Spring, mentally burnt out from the pressures I’d put on 
myself, and confused about what direction I wanted to go with cycling. It was around August of 2018, when 
the first edition of the Silk Road took place, the pictures of the event totally captured me. I think something 
about the terrain, the struggle of the riders racing, the culture, everything. It was the mental challenge I felt 
I needed to recapture my love for cycling.”
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Q: You’re a husband and wife duo that runs a coaching business in cycling. It was evident in your Instagram 
posting that you were very challenged by this event, both leading up to it and doing it. What was the need 
for such a challenge at this point? 

“I alluded to this a bit earlier in question 1, and although Ernie and I competed as a pair, it was really my 
push to do this event together. I had to twist Ernie’s arm to get him to apply with me (and secretly I need his 
mad skills as a mechanic because I’m lacking in that department), but in the end, he got every bit as much 
out of the experience as I did!  I wanted him to be there, because we’ve always done things together. He’s 
been there for every step of my cycling career, and it was really special to have done this crazy challenge 
with him. But the need for the challenge definitely came from my personal struggle with road cycling the 
year of 2018. I originally signed up for this event because I wanted the opportunity to work on mental 
toughness. It was something I struggled with in my road career, and I also had difficulty with self-pressure. 
Instead of focusing on progress, I focused on performance. Even when I had good performances, I would 
feel that it still wasn’t quite enough. When I signed up for the Silk Road, for sure I wanted to race it, but I 
wanted to race it for my development, for my growth, not for a podium or for a result. It was for me simply 
to prove something to myself. So, I went and chose one of the hardest races in the world to get so far beyond 
my comfort zone that my brain would rewire some connections!! That was my goal! I had this foreboding 
(almost a belief) going into this event, that it would help define where I wanted to go next with my cycling 
career, and it most certainly has done that. The breakthrough taught me that going through something 
difficult requires strength and surrender simultaneously, and the intensity of the challenge showed me the 
only person to truly compete against — in anything in life — is yourself.”



MEET A WHOLE NEW BREED OF WOOL
 
DeFeet has never been a follower and our wool products are a 
perfect example. One major differentiator is the way we create our 
unique wool fiber.

DEFEET WOOL
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WOOLEATOR COMP 
- $16.99

WOOLIE BOOLIE COMP 
- $16.99

MONDO WOOL COMP 
- $16.99

Look for these ‘Certified Woolie’ 
products and give them a try.



WOOL SOURCING

DeFeet Wool is grown, washed, dyed and knit into socks entirely in the United States. From humane growing 
conditions at ranches in a few of the Western States, our wool is turned into yarn in the Northeast before 
arriving at our factory in North Carolina. For a USA manufacturer, the supply chain does not get any shorter 
than ours. The raw materials and the yarns we are creating are of exceptional quality. Combined with DeFeet 
manufacturing, the resulting products are revered as the quintessential wool socks and accessories for the 
two-wheeled lifestyle. 

You will feel the difference immediately when you put on a Defeet wool product. The quality and performance 
of these pieces are proven over years of ownership. Durability and sustainable supply chains are a huge factor 
in what we do and how we do it.  

Recycled 
plastic fibers 
sourced from 
Eastern NC

Wool is renewably 
sourced from the Rocky 

Mountain region

All production 
is conducted in 

Western NC
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WOOLEATOR - $16.99

WOOLIE BOOLIE - $19.99

WOOLIE BOOLIE - $19.99



Q: Tell us about Leborne coaching. What you do, the type of riders you are working with and the groups you hope to help 
in the future. 

“Ernie and I founded Leborne Coaching about 10 years ago, and we love what we do! We work with a variety of athletes, 
from road,  cyclocross and gravel riders, to Ironman triathletes, to lifetime fitness cycling enthusiasts. We enjoy helping 
people see progress, but what we enjoy most is helping people believe they can achieve goals they may not see in their 
realm of possibility. About two years ago, we put into action four simple words to describe Leborne. We want to help 
people: Explore, Challenge, Transcend, and Transform. Those are our pillars, and everything we do comes back to that. 
We believe cycling can change lives, because it’s forever changed ours, and we look to share that passion and purpose 
with other athletes of all ages and abilities. We also have a gravel club in central Arkansas, where we explore the 
backroads and trails with our “dirt squad”. We have a lot of fun, and we love passing on all the amazing things cycling 
has taught us.” 
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Q: It’s hard to see from the images because you were so layered up, but you chose DeFeet USA grown and crafted 
merino wool socks and accessories for this trip. What was the reasoning, and how were they used?

“I have a new appreciation and love for wool after this event, and YES we were covered from head to toe for most 
of the race. Underneath all the layering, wool was next to our skin, and that was a complete life saver. I could not 
even count how many river crossings there were, how many times it snowed or rained…but I can tell you we spent 
more than half of this race in wet conditions.” 

“We had DeFeet Woolie Boolies on our feet for most of the race, DeFeet wool arm and leg warmers, DeFeet 
Duragloves, and the DeBoggans for our heads.  The wool items were key, because even when they got wet, they 
would keep in body warmth, plus they dried more quickly. Wool also doesn’t absorb body odor, so 
even after days of wearing these items and completely sweating them out, they literally 
did not smell (I swear!), which I thought was nothing shy of magical.  You’ll 
see in our picture here we have the Woolie Boolies and other 
various clothing items drying on my seat pack, and 
we’d alternate those with the Cyclismo 
lighter sock when the weather 
was warmer.” 
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Q: Which DeFeet socks did you choose for the event? Any accessories in addition to socks?

Q: What did you learn about the Silk Road and the people and culture of Kyrgyzstan?

“As foreigners, we often step into new countries with preconceived notions of what it may be like. I remember a 
couple of weeks before departing for Kyrgyzstan that the country had some political unrest in the capital city, where 
the race started, and that made me nervous. But the truth is, there is political unrest everywhere in the world. This 
trip was my first time visiting anywhere in Asia, and I was humbled by the generosity and kindness of the people we 
encountered.  Most of the remote regions are Kyrgyzstan is still very underdeveloped, with no running water and 
very little electricity. The people are nomadic herdsmen, living off the land with their flocks of sheep, cattle, and 
horses. They are hospitable people who will share what they have and invite you into their homes freely. I found the 
culture beautiful and the landscapes unbelievably stunning.”



THE SLIPSTREAM

DEFEET ACCESSORIES

DeFeet created Slipstreams to be a much improved 
version of a time-honored piece of cycling kit: 
the shoe cover. For far too long, cyclists had been 
stretching thick cotton socks over their cycling 
shoes for extra insulation. They worked, for a 
while, but riders still returned with blue toes. 
Slipstreams provide a fresh take on the shoe cover. 
The durable Cordura® cover provides abrasion 
resistance and takes the chill off your feet while 
giving a smooth, colorful, aerodynamic profile. 
In HiVis and reflective versions, Slipstreams add 
safety by dramatically improving visibility on the 
road.

ARMSKIN™ 
Arm warmer available in recycled 
polyester and Wool in multiple colorways

KNEEKER™ 
Knee warmer available in 
recycled polyester

SLIPSTREAM®  
Shoe cover available in Cordura® 
Nylon and also  Merino Wool with the 
SLIPSTREAM STRADA®
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$19.99 - $34.99

$19.99 - $29.99

$24.99 - $34.99

$19.99 - $34.99

DURAGLOVE ET™ 
Gloves available in recycled 
polyester and Wool with a wide 
variety of colors to choose from



Being prepared for any 
condition is about having 
the right socks, arm and leg 
covers, shoe covers, hats, 
gloves, and baselayers. We 
make these “against the skin” 
pieces a science at DeFeet.

DEFEET SOCKS & ACCESSORIES COMPLETE YOUR RIDING KIT.
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How many times have you bought a pair of fancy socks, and then they were too ill 
fitting to wear? Or the socks slipped and slopped around in your shoe? Were you able to 
keep working out? Was it so uncomfortable you had to stop? Did you get a blister? Endurance 
sports socks should be made with the athlete in mind and designed to fit your lifestyle and sport. A sock is not simply 
a sock. Endurance athletes tend to be slender, or get slender after a few months, so they need a cuff that hugs the 
foot and stays in place during activity. Average, everyday socks that are a dime a dozen don’t have this quality. 

As a cyclist, runner, and skier, I saw in a void in this 
area, so in 1992, I invented the Aireator. It has a stayfast 
cuff with extra hugging power and provides the perfect 
amount of stretch to create a secure, yet comfortable, cuff. 
When the cuff stays put, the sock stays put and allows you 
to focus on your efforts.

I started with one machine and learned to make the cuff 
just tight enough to allow athletes to forget about their 
socks. Runners, skiers, hikers and cyclists all transfer 
power through the sock into the shoe to transfer power. As 
I said, a sock is not a sock is not a sock. The AirEator® is 
an AirEator® by no other name.

Shane Cooper, Chief Sockologist, DeFeet

SOCKOLOGY
ENDURANCE SOCKS THAT FIT JUST RIGHT:101

Low Profile

LYCRA® Sport Fiber

Aireator™ Mesh zone

Ultra- clean toe seam

Thin, no slip construction

Reinforced Heel & Toe

AIREATOR®| featured in Moon Doggo| Thin 6” Crew
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DEFEET CUSTOM

The Custom Shop also presents you the unique opportunity to have your design, your logo and colors, done in our 
special USA grown Merino Wools. The inherent beauty, craftsmanship and unique wool story join with your personal 

design to create socks that are simply unequaled in the experience they provide to those who receive them. 

Consider giving our very special wools a try on your next order from the DeFeet Custom Shop. 

FILL OUT THE INQUIRY FORM 
ON DEFEETCUSTOM.COM. 

OUR FRIENDLY CUSTOM SHOP 
STAFF WILL CONTACT YOU.

DESIGN YOUR UNIQUE 
SOCKS AND COMPLETE 
YOUR ORDER DETAILS.

APPROVE YOUR DESIGN AND 
WE GET TO WORK KNITTING 
YOUR ORDER. IN 3-5 WEEKS, 

YOUR SOCKS ARRIVE.

Get Custom Socks Designed with Your Logo & Colors
Highest grade materials and DeFeet craftsmanship create the finest custom socks made.

When it comes time make your own custom socks, make them the best they can be with the DeFeet Custom Shop. 
Quality in custom has been our mission at DeFeet for over 28 years. We’ve been doing it under the same roof in 
North Carolina the whole time.

We began by making custom socks for teams, clubs, events, shops, and other brands. DeFeet invented the small 
batch custom sockery and pioneered the custom sock category. Today, the DeFeet Custom Shop is proud to offer 
the finest products and service available anywhere in the world. When you place an order with the Custom Shop, 
one of our team members assists you with your order the entire way. 

1 2
CONTACT DESIGN ENJOY

3
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DeFeet USA grown wool is also approved by Lambert, our happy, humble house lamb. Lambert 
is not just a wool mascot. He stands for quality and integrity in how our wool is handled from 

farm to factory to feet.

DeFeet International
371 i-40 Access Rd
Hildebran, NC 28637

defeet.com | (800) 688-3067 | support@defeet.com 


